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SECTION ONE - Advisory information, this must be read before undertaking any works;

Prelim
The information within this Instruction Leaflet is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief 
despite some Official Company Websites, Magazines, and Manuals etc publishing information to the 
contrary.

Just to mention a few examples;

Failure to disclose there are compatibility problems upgrading some older caravans (UK caravans built prior 
to 1st September 1998) to the new 13 pin Euro Plug System.

Failure to disclose 12n/12s to Euro Plug Adapters do not allow all functions to operate when connected to 
UK caravans built prior to 1st September 1998.

Implying that pin 12 within the Euro Plug is spare, not used and has no allocation.

Implying Pin 5 within the auxiliary 12s plug is spare and has never had an allocation, this is not true, within 
the UK prior to the 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes, this pin was allocated for a tow-car to 
detect the presence of a connected trailer, but this facility appeared not to be utilised by UK car 
manufactures at the time.

Things are very much different now with modern ECU controlled vehicles, they need to know when a trailer 
is connected and hence one method is by using the euro plugs’ pin 12, as explained within Section five of 
this instruction leaflet.

Interestingly, pin 5 within the auxiliary 12s plug was unofficially used by some expert Auto Electricians as a 
cure for the well documented 12s, pin 7 burn out problem. Using the said pin 5 as an alternative to using pin 
7 or to double-up with pin 7 fridge earth return wire, this permanently curing the problem.

The 12s, pin 7 burn out problem did not occur until the 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes. This 
modification did not officially comply with BS AU 177a or ISO 3732 (12s), it was however, safe to undertake.

This Instruction Leaflet covers caravans built between; 1st October 1979 & 1st September 2008 when 
the Euro Plug became standard factory fitment to all UK built caravans.

Qualified persons reading this instruction leaflet may feel that the leaflet is written in a patronizing manner, I 
apologise in advance for this.

The aim of this Instruction Leaflet is to help  and advise none electrically qualified persons to understand all 
aspects of converting caravans of all said ages to the new 13 pin euro plug system. Having read this leaflet, 
if you are unsure about undertaking any works yourself, I recommend you ask someone to undertake the 
works on your behalf as any mistakes could result in electrical damage to (both) your caravan and connected 
tow-car.

Introduction - Converting Caravans to the new 13 pin Euro Plug system;
Converting caravans to the new 13 pin euro plug system may not be as simple as it may appear as there are 
compatibility problems upgrading some older caravans to this system. On 1st September 1998 the wiring of 
the caravans’ 12s auxiliary supply circuitry (ISO 3732) was changed on newly built caravans to what is 
known as the European two wire auxiliary supply system. This system operates with only one ignition 
(engine running) switched power supply instead of two as per the older caravans built prior to said date and 
one permanent (not switched) continuous power supply.

To enable caravans built before the 1st September 1998 to be updated to the 13 pin euro plug system a 
simple compatibility modification must be undertaken prior to upgrading to allow such caravans to operate on 
this two wire auxiliary supply system. The modification and the reasons why it must be undertaken will be 
explained later within Section two.
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These instructions are to aid competent DIY persons whom may not be electrically qualified. The instructions 
explain very clearly the caravan wiring changes, how to identify if your caravan has the older or newer wiring 
system, how to undertake the modification (if required) and finally, the conversion to the 13 pin euro plug and 
cable.

Caravans built after 1st September 1998 (in other words, caravans built for the 1999 market onwards) do not 
require said modification to be undertaken prior to upgrading to the euro plug system as they are already 
compatible for upgrade.

WARNING;

Please read the next four paragraphs before starting any works, otherwise you maybe caught out.

If you know for a fact that your caravan was manufactured after 1st September 1998 and it is operating on 
the newer wiring system then proceed to Section three or four (as there are two available options) and follow 
the instructions for upgrading your caravan to the said 13 pin euro plug, this is more or less the straight 
forward fitting of a dual cable inlet euro plug to your existing 12n/12s cables or a change to 13 core supply 
cable and fitting of the new euro plug.

You need to be aware that if your caravan was bought within a year or so of the 1st September 1998 caravan 
wiring changes, it is possible that said caravan could be old stock from the previous year which means it 
could have the older wiring and will require the modification before it can be upgraded to the 13 pin euro 
plug.

There is one other thing to consider, some manufactures implemented the caravan 1st September 1998 
wiring changes a few years earlier to this official date which means an older caravan could have the newer 
wiring and not require the modification in question prior upgraded to the 13 pin euro plug.

If you are not sure of your caravans’ age or weather it has the older or newer wiring specification then you 
will need to read through the whole document prior to the start of Section two before commencing any works 
to your caravan, this will enable you to identify which wiring system your caravan has.

Explanation of wiring changes
Caravans built prior to 1ST September 1998 are supplied with two ignition (engine running) switched power 
supplies (pins 2 & 6 within the 12s plug, earth return 3) and one permanent (not switched) continuous power 
supply (pin 4 within the 12s plug, earth return 3) the earth return wire is of much heavier gauge (3.5mm2) as 
it carries the load for all three power supplies.

Pin two (blue wire) is the ignition switched power supply for charging the caravans’ leisure battery.
Pin six (red wire) is the ignition switched power supply for powering the caravans’ fridge while towing. Pin 
four (green wire) is the permanent continuous power supply to power the caravans’ internal electrics directly 
from the drawing vehicle should the caravans’ leisure battery run low and no mains electricity is available.

Caravans built after 1st September 1998 are supplied with one ignition (engine running) switched power 
supply (pin 6 within the 12s plug, earth return 7) and one permanent (not switched) continuous power supply, 
(pin 4 within the 12s plug, earth return 3) please note there are two separate earth returns on this system.

Pin six (red wire) is the ignition switched power supply for powering the caravans’ fridge while towing. Pin 
four (green wire) is the permanent continuous power supply to power the caravans’ internal electrics directly 
from the drawing vehicle should the caravans’ leisure battery run low and no mains electricity is available, 
this power is diverted to recharge the caravans’ leisure battery only when the drawing vehicles engine is 
actually running, this will be explained later.

Changes in earth return wires;
Caravans built prior to 1st September 1998 have one earth return wire (3.5mm2) within the 12s plug (white 
wire, pin 3) this carries the load for all circuits; fridge, leisure battery charging and caravan internal electrics.
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Caravans built after 1st September 1998 have two earth return wires within the 12s plug, this spreads the 
electrical loading of the circuits as follows; leisure battery charging and caravan internal electrics are 
connected to earth return (white wire) pin 3 and the caravan fridge is connected to earth return (black wire) 
pin 7.

Changes to 12n Road Lighting Circuitry ISO 1724 (12n);
There are no changes to the 12n trailer road lighting circuitry (ISO  1724) other than on 1st September 1998 
the supply cable was upgraded to heavier gauge wire (minimum of 1.0mm2 x 6 cores and 2.0mm2 for the 
common earth return wire) to help  reduce voltage drop, all pin allocations remain the same. Due to cost 
cutting, I believe this change was not always implemented by manufactures.

Prior to the 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes it was quite common for the 12n seven core supply 
cable to be as little as 0.7mm2 (6 cores) and 1.0mm2 for the common earth return wire, or even 0.7mm2 for 
all seven cores! It was common using such thin gauge wires for road lighting circuits to dim-out alternately 
each time a directional indicator light flashed on and off, this caused by voltage drop and electrical loading.

The road lighting circuitry within the new 13 core euro cable (ISO 4141-3), this is 1.5mm2 (7 cores including 
reversing lights) and 2.5mm2 for the road lighting common earth return wire, this giving optimum 
performance with regard to providing minimum voltage drop.

Isolation relay (also known as a habitation relay);
Under new regulations, caravans manufactured after 1st September 1998 must be fitted with an isolation 
relay to disconnect all the caravans’ 12v interior electrical appliances during towing with the exception of the 
fridge. Some caravan manufactures implemented the fitting of such relays a few years earlier to this official 
date i.e. thus meaning that some older caravans built prior to this date which have the older wiring system, 
may be fitted with habitation/isolation relays.

Do not mistake a habitation/isolation relay with a changeover relay, as they both have similar functions. 
Information regarding their functioning and differences can be found within Section two.

Changes regarding pins 2 & 5 within the 12s auxiliary plug;
Prior to 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes, UK wiring specifications used pin 2 for caravan leisure 
battery charging and pin 5 for a sensing device (if used), while the continentals used pin 2 for said sensing 
device and not pin 5.

Post 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes, UK wiring specifications used pin 2 for the sensing device 
as per the continentals i.e. no longer using pin 5 for said device or pin 2 for leisure battery charging.

Please note;

Caravans built from 1st September 2008 which have the 13 pin euro plug factory fitted as standard are wired 
identically caravans built after 1st September 1998 which are fitted with standard 12n/12s plugs even down 
to the separate earth return wire for the fridge and the shared permanent continuous power supply wire used 
for both caravan internal electrics and battery charging. This is why converting a post 1st September 1998 
built caravan to the 13 pin euro plug system is more or less a simple change to 13 core supply cable and a 
pin for pin swap & rewire of the plugs.

Professionally fitted tow-bars from 1st September 1998 onwards;
In theory, all professionally fitted tow-bars fitted with 12n/12s supply sockets from 1st September 1998 
should be wired to accept (both) prior & post 1st September 1998 built caravans. In other words; there must 
be two ignition (engine running) switched 2.5mm2 power supplies (supplied through relays) to feed pins 2 & 
6 and one permanent 2.5mm2 continuous power supply to feed pin 4. There must also be a 3.5mm2 earth 
return wire on pin 3 as this is the earth return for all circuits (battery charging, fridge and caravan internal 
electrics) on prior 1st September 1998 built caravans, and finally, another 2.5mm2 earth return wire on pin 7 
to earth the fridge should a post 1st September 1998 built caravan be connected to the drawing vehicle.
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WARNING;

On some continental/imported caravans pin 2 within 12s plug is sometimes bridged (linked) to pin 3 this is to 
operate a sensing device (also known as the coding for coupled trailer) on some drawing vehicles to detect 
the presence of a connected trailer in order that the drawing vehicle can make automatic adjustments to 
some of the following; bulb  failure warning system, stability control system, switching out of vehicles rear fog 
lights and shift patterns of an automatic gearbox just to name a few.

When such a caravan is connected to a drawing vehicle that is wired as above for (both) prior & post 1st 
September 1998 wired caravans there is a dangerous risk of a short circuit happening if pin 2 within the 
drawing vehicle is a ignition switched power supply for battery charging (in this case, it is) and pin 2 is 
bridged to earth within the caravan in order to earth-out the signal wire from such a vehicle utilising this pin to 
operate a sensing device.

If you are connecting such a caravan (with pins 2 & 3 linked) to your drawing vehicle this continental/
imported caravan will not be using pin 2 for battery charging, so just disconnect the blue pin 2 wire within 
your drawing vehicles 12s socket, or another option, remove the link wire between pins 2 & 3 within the 
caravans’ 12s plug making sure the earth return wire is still connected to pin 3. This compatibility problem 
does not occur on the 13 pin euro plug system as pin 12 within the euro plug used for this sensing device is 
a European standard.

Caravan Wiring Investigation

I’m not sure of my caravans’ age, how would I know if it was built prior or post 1st September 1998?

Caravans built prior to 1st September 1998 (older caravans) in theory, if you examine the connections within 
the 12s plug you should only see the following wires connected; yellow connected to pin 1, blue connected to 
pin 2, white connected to pin 3, green connected to pin 4 and red connected to pin 6, (brown pin 5 & black 
pin 7) should not be connected.

Caravans built after 1st September 1998 (newer caravans) in theory, if you examine the connections within 
the 12s plug you should only see the following wires connected; yellow connected to pin 1, white connected 
to pin 3, green connected to pin 4, red connected to pin 6 and black connected to pin 7, (blue pin 2 & brown 
pin 5) should not be connected.

Interestingly, on some very old caravans, the 12s auxiliary supply cable can be white in colour and not light 
grey. It is not unknown for some caravan manufactures to have used five core auxiliary supply cable for 
(both) prior & post 1st September 1998 built caravans.

WARNING;

It is not unknown for some caravan manufactures to have connected all seven cores (including disused 
ones) within the 12s auxiliary cable to all seven pins within the caravans’ 12s auxiliary plug. Should you find 
that this is the case when you examine inside your caravans’ 12s auxiliary plug, then we must investigate 
further.

Make sure your caravans’ leisure battery is connected within the caravan and in a reasonable state of 
charge. Check all fuses and that all the caravans’ 12v interior electrics are functioning correctly when 
switched to operate directly from the caravans’ leisure battery.

Assuming that everything appears to be functioning correctly and (as said) all seven cores and pins are 
connected within the caravans’ 12s auxiliary plug, using a serviceable electrical test probe (do not use a 
multi- meter) with at least a 12 volt, 4 watt bulb  incorporated within it, using both ends of the probe, connect 
one end to the blue wire (12s/pin 2) and the other to the white wire (12s/pin 3). If the test bulb  lights-up, the 
caravan was built prior to 1st September 1998 and is therefore operating on the older system. If it does not, 
we are to assume the caravan was built after 1st September 1998?
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We cannot just assume that if the said test bulb does not light-up, then the caravan must have been built 
after 1st September 1998 and therefore operating upon the newer system. It’s possible there could be an 
internal electrical fault within the caravan preventing the test probe from functioning, we must investigate 
even further.

Find the location within your caravan were the two electrical supply cables (12n/12s leads) entre the inside of 
your caravan, this should be somewhere near the front of the caravan possibly under the seating area, at the 
point where the cables entre should be a junction box or possibly just a bunch of wires and connection 
blocks acting as a junction box. It is possible that both 12n and 12s cables are fitted with multi pin connection 
plugs, if this is the case, you will have to look more closely.

Remember the 12s auxiliary supply cables’ outer sheath is light grey (could also be white if your caravan is 
very old).

Examine the 12s supply cable inside the caravan at the said junction point. The black wire within said cable 
should be connected into the caravans’ circuitry. The blue wire should not be connected into the caravans’ 
circuitry (it should be disused). If these are your findings then the caravan was built post 1st September 1998 
and is operating on the newer system.

When examining the 12s supply cable within the caravan at the said junction point and you were to find the 
opposite, the blue wire is connected into the caravans’ circuitry and the black wire is not connected (disused) 
then the caravan was built prior to 1st September 1998 and is operating upon the older system. If this is your 
findings and the test probe bulb  did not light-up  upon the above test, there must be a fault within the 
caravans’ auxiliary electrical system. This fault must be located and rectified before proceeding any further!

Finally, within previous versions of this Instruction Leaflet, it was mentioned about checking the caravans’ 
habitation and change-over relay(s) as being another method to identify prior & post 1st September 1998 
built caravans. Using such methods were to technical for many none electrically qualified persons to follow 
therefore making said versions not fit for purpose i.e. written for the benefit of none electrically qualified 
persons to understand and undertake works themselves.

The aforementioned methods are quite simple to follow and more than adequate to correctly identify if your 
caravan was built prior or post 1st September 1998, this being the official date when the caravan wiring 
changes took place.

Conclusion
Having read all of the above information, you should now know if your Caravan was built before or after the 
1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes.

If your Caravan was built after 1st September 1998 (newer caravans) then continue to Section three or four 
(as there are two available options) and follow the upgrading to Euro Plug Instructions.

If said Caravan was built before 1st September 1998 (older caravans) then undertake the required 
compatibility modification within Section two then continue to Section three or four (as there are two available 
options) and follow the upgrading to Euro Plug Instructions.
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SECTION TWO
Compatibility modification required for caravans built prior to 1st September 1998;

Why is a modification necessary to upgrade Caravans built before 1st September 1998 to the 13 pin euro 
plug system?

Older caravans operate on what is known as the three wire system, this is three wires controlling three 
functions (battery charging, interior electrics & fridge) connecting via three pins within the caravans 12s plug 
(pins 2,4 & 6) to the drawing vehicle, all three circuits are isolated electrically from each other but share a 
common (3.5mm2) earth return wire on pin 3.

Newer caravans operate on what is known as the European two wire system, this is two wires controlling 
three functions (battery charging, interior electrics & fridge) connecting via two pins within the caravans 12s 
plug (pins 4 & 6) to the drawing vehicle, all three circuits are isolated electrically from each other but the 
battery charging and caravan interior electrics share the same auxiliary supply wire (pin 4) but not 
simultaneously, please note; there are two earth return wires on this system; battery charging & interior 
electrics use the earth return upon pin 3 and the fridge uses earth return upon pin 7.

As previously mentioned the caravans’ leisure battery charging and interior electrics share the same supply 
wire but not simultaneously, this is achieved by a changeover relay switching and connecting each circuit in 
turn via pin 4 to the drawing vehicle dependent upon weather the drawing vehicles engine is running or not, 
in other words; if the vehicles engine is running the caravans battery is switched to pin 4 to charge from the 
drawing vehicle, if the engine is terminated then the caravans interior electrics are switched to pin 4 to obtain 
power from the drawing vehicle.

The modification in question involves adding a changeover relay to the older caravan to allow this shared 
wire system to operate so the caravan is able to conform to the (twin wire) European system in order that it 
may be upgraded to the 13 pin euro plug system without any compatibility problems.

How does this actually work on newer caravans built after 1st September 1998 with 12n/12s plugs fitted and 
caravans built from 1st September 2008 which have the 13 pin euro plug factory fitted as standard?

Changeover & Habitation relays;
When the tow-cars engine has been started, the live feed from the ignition controlled (engine running) power 
supply (pin 6 on the 12s plug/pin 10 on the new euro plug) is fed to the caravans’ fridge, changeover and 
habitation relay(s) simultaneously. The changeover and habitation relay(s) are located within the caravan 
and control the following functions;

When activated by the aforementioned power supply, the changeover relay operates and disconnects the 
caravans’ internal 12v interior electrics from being powered directly from the tow-car (via pin 4 on the 12s 
plug/pin 9 on the euro plug), it then connects the caravans’ leisure battery to said pin(s) to allow recharging 
of the battery during towing. This changeover relay does not affect the constant power supply to the 
caravans’ AL-KO ATC which is also supplied through the same pin(s) i.e. pin 4 on the 12s plug /pin 9 on the 
euro plug.

Simultaneously, the habitation relay operates and disconnects the caravans’ internal 12v interior electrics 
from being powered directly from the caravans’ leisure battery and also doubles-up  in isolating said interior 
electrics directly from the tow-car too, thus being for travelling health and safety reasons i.e. should there be 
for instance an internal caravan appliance electrical fault during towing which was to cause the caravan to 
lose some or all of its road lighting, not to mention Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC), of which is 
explained within Section five.

When the said ignition controlled power is cut (engine terminated) the relay(s) switch back (vice-versa)
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Interestingly, on some more modern caravan operating systems, the aforementioned relays are replaced by 
a single coil, double pole, double throw relay (officially known as a DPDT relay), it has 8 terminals including 
the coils and is able to undertake the functions of both relays simultaneously, in other words, kill two birds 
with one stone.

The 12v power supply directly to caravans’ fridge during towing is not affected by the switching of the above 
relay(s), i.e. the caravans’ fridge electrical element is the only 12v appliance within the caravan which is 
allowed to operate during towing. Interestingly, the said 12v operation side of the caravans’ fridge is constant 
i.e. it is not allowed under current regulations to be thermostatically controlled, this maybe related to possible 
EMC reasons. The fridge is however, thermostatically controlled upon the Mains 240v and Gas functioning 
operations.

Is it possible to overcome the need to undertake the required modification by using a 12n/12s to Euro Plug 
Adapter on these older caravans built prior to 1st September 1998?

If you believe it may be possible to overcome the compatibility problem by using a factory manufactured 12n/
12s to Euro Plug Adapter instead of upgrading your caravan to the 13 pin euro plug, this is not possible as 
these adaptors will not allow all functions to operate upon caravans built prior to 1st September 1998.

If such an adapter is used on caravans built prior to 1st September 1998 then all circuits and pins will work 
efficiently except for the caravans’ leisure battery charging circuit. The caravans’ leisure battery would not be 
able to recharge from the drawing vehicle as this circuit (blue wire, formally 12s pin 2) cannot be connected 
directly to pins 4 or 6 within the adapters’ 12s inline socket. If you were to open-up  the 12s inline socket 
within one of these adapters, you will see that pin 2 is not connected, so it is not possible for leisure battery 
charging.

These adaptors work efficiently and allow all functions to operate when used upon newer caravans i.e. 
caravans built after 1st September 1998.

WARNING;

Do not utilise such an adaptor by directly linking (bridging) pin 2 within the adapters 12s inline socket to pins 
4 or 6 and while upon the same subject, do not undertake the fitting of a 13 pin euro plug with dual 12n/12s 
cable inlets to said older caravan and then linking the former leisure battery charging circuit (blue wire, 
formally 12s pin 2) directly to pins 9 or 10 within the euro plug. Without going into in-depth detail, undertaking 
either of the aforementioned can/will cause serious electrical damage to (both) the caravan and connected 
tow-car.

Just to mention in brief;

Firstly, if the said blue wire (formally 12s pin 2) is connected directly to 12s pin 4 within said adapter or 13 
euro plug pin 9, the tow-car would be able to draw cranking power from the caravans’ leisure battery as well 
as its own, thus causing the melting of wires etc, but in theory a fuse within the caravan should blow-out first.

Secondly, if the said blue wire is connected directly to 12s pin 6 within said adapter or 13 euro plug pin 10, 
this will overload the said pins (to much current), in addition to this, the caravans’ fridge would be able to 
draw power from the caravans’ leisure battery after the tow-cars’ engine has been terminated.

Interestingly, there can be problems with these adapters in any case as some are very cheaply made and do 
not contain wires of the correct gauge (to thin) thus causing a “bottleneck”  within the high current circuits, this 
can cause substantial voltage drop, not to mention that on occasions, these adaptors have been found to be 
incorrectly wired.
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Undertaking the modification
WARNING;

Your caravan should be wired to the standard wiring specifications prior to 1st September 1998 caravan 
wiring changes with no modifications undertaken, things may clash if the wiring has been modified in 
anyway.
In theory, caravans built prior to 1st September 1998 should not be fitted with AL-KO ATC as this was not 
introduced to caravans until 2007.

If AL-KO  ATC has been fitted to your caravan as an optional extra, after the said modification is completed, 
you must disconnect the AL-KO ATC positive power supply wire from its present connection and reconnect it 
to terminal 30 of the relay too, thus meaning that there will now be two wires connected to said relay 
terminal. If this is not addressed, the AL-KO ATC positive power supply will be cut off by the changeover 
relay then the tow-cars engine is started.

Some may notice that within previous versions of this Instruction Leaflet the relay used was of the 4 pin type 
and it was wired in a different manner, there was nothing wrong with the way in which this relay was wired.

This revised relay wiring change allows the changing-over to operate with slightly more efficiently as it 
prevents the caravans’ internal domestic 12 volt electrics from connecting to the tow-car during towing, in 
other words, it acts as a partial isolation relay, which is beneficial for much older caravans that are not fitted 
with a standard habitation relay.

You will need to obtain a 12 volt, 30/40 Amp, 5 pin standard automotive vehicle relay the connection terminal 
numbers should be; 85/86/87/87a and 30.

Find the location within your caravan were the two electrical supply cables (12n/12s leads) entre the inside of 
your caravan, this should be somewhere near the front of the caravan possibly under the seating area, at the 
point where the cables entre should be a junction box or possibly just a bunch of wires and connection 
blocks acting as a junction box. It is possible that both 12n and 12s cables are fitted with multi pin connection 
plugs, if this is the case, you may need to improvise with your connections.

Cable identification
Do not get muddled up  between the two cables the outer sheath of the 12n cable is black and the 12s cable 
is light grey (could also be white if your caravan is very old), both cables have the same colour code wires 
within them but some of the wires within light grey 12s cable are of much heavier gauge due to their 
functions. Disregard the black 12n cable as we are only concerned with the wires within the light grey 12s 
cable for this modification.

Health & Safety, make sure the caravans’ leisure battery, mains electrical power and drawing vehicle are 
disconnected from the caravan before starting any works.

Locate the blue wire within the light grey 12s cable at this junction point, cut the blue wire as close to the light 
grey outer sheath as you can so as not to bypass any inline fuse which maybe present making sure you 
have enough length of wire to work with.

Having cut the blue wire, you now have two ends of said wire, disregard the end that enters into the light 
grey outer sheath and connects to the drawing vehicle via the 12s plug, connect the other end of the blue cut 
wire to terminal 87 upon the relay.

Locate the green wire within the light grey 12s cable at this same junction point, cut the green wire as close 
to the light grey outer sheath as you can so as not to bypass any inline fuse which maybe present making 
sure again that you have enough length of wire to work with.

Having cut this green wire, you now have two ends of said wire, connect the end that enters into the light 
grey outer sheath and connects to the drawing vehicle via the 12s plug to terminal 30 upon the relay. 
Connect the other end of the green cut wire to terminal 87a upon said relay.
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Locate the red wire within the light grey 12s cable at this same junction point, connect/join terminal 85 of the 
relay to this red wire as close to the light grey outer sheath as you can making sure the wire is still connected 
within its self.

Locate the thick white (3.5mm2) common earth return wire within the light grey 12s cable at this same 
junction point, connect/join terminal 86 of the relay to this white wire as close to the light grey outer sheath as 
you can making sure the wire is still connected within its self.

Finally, as mentioned previously, there was also a change in the earth return wires within the 12s plug for 
caravans that were built after 1st September 1998, as remembered an additional earth wire was added to pin 
7 within the 12s plug for a separate earth return for the fridge. This must also be addressed for compatibility 
with the two wire euro system in order for the caravan to be upgraded to the 13 pin euro plug.

There are two options available to address this issue;

The first option is the professional way to undertake this task.

You will need to locate the fridges’ internal earth return wire within the caravan and connect it directly to pin 7 
within the caravans’ 12s plug. I can give you a clue as where you may possibly find it, although going from 
past experience it’s very doubtful that it would be thus easy to find. It could be connected directly or indirectly 
to the thick white (3.5mm2) common earth return wire you tapped into when you connected terminal 86 of 
the relay.

Locating and electrically isolating the fridges’ internal earth return wire within the caravan from all other 
circuitry can be a very difficult task for even an electrically qualified person to undertake, as the said earth 
return wire could be within a main internal wiring loom which maybe running under or behind the caravans’ 
furniture, so making it practically impossible for a none electrically qualified person to undertake the task in 
question.

Should this be the case, don’t worry as there is an easier option, its not as professional, it is however, an 
acceptable alternative method and perfectly safe to implement. This will be explained later.

If and when you have located the fridges’ internal earth return wire, you need to disconnect it from its present 
connection and reconnect it to the disused black wire found within the light grey 12s cables outer sheath 
inside the caravan at the same junction point where you located all the other wires, you may have to cut 
back the light grey outer sheath in order to expose this disused black wire, as it is not used or connected 
upon these older caravans.

In addition to this, you will also need to connect this new black fridge earth return wire to pin 7 at the 12s 
plug end of the cable.

As previously mentioned, it is not unknown for same caravan manufactures to have used five core 12s 
auxiliary supply cable as this specification of cable does exist as a cost cutting aid.

If you are unable to locate this hidden black wire within the light grey 12s supply cable then improvise and 
connect the fridges’ internal earth return wire to the other end of the blue wire you disregarded earlier, 
remembering that this blue wire must be disconnected from pin 2 and reconnected to pin 7 at the 12s plug 
end of the cable.

If improvising with this blue wire, to be professional, you would need to tag/label both ends of the wire with a 
black sheath/sleeve for future identification.

I’m unable to locate the fridges’ internal earth return wire, what is the second option available?

Your caravan was originally manufactured with a common (3.5mm2) earth return wire for all of the caravans’ 
auxiliary circuits; fridge, leisure battery charging and caravan internal electrics to operate directly from the 
tow-car. There is no electrical reason why your caravan cannot continue to have a common earth return for 
all of these said circuits (even with the euro plug) as your caravan was originally manufactured in this way.
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Having said this, the issue of having the second earth return wire added must still be addressed to comply 
with the compatibility modification to allow upgrading to the euro plug system.

Undertaking this alternative option;

You will need to locate the disused black wire found within the light grey 12s cables outer sheath inside the 
caravan at the same junction point where you located all the other wires, you may have to cut back the light 
grey outer sheath in order to expose this disused black wire, as it is not used upon these older caravans. 
When said disused black wire is located, it needs to be connected to the same electrical block connector 
terminal that the thick white (3.5mm2) common earth return wire is connected to, thus being near where you 
tapped into when connecting terminal 86 of the relay.

This will allow the electrical earth return loadings to be spread across two wires therefore in compliance for 
upgrading to the euro plug, the only difference being as previously mentioned, the earth returns still remain 
common within the caravans’ auxiliary wiring, thus will not affect the correct functioning of the system.

Secondly, the aforementioned new black earth return wire must now be connected to pin 7 at the 12s plug 
end of the cable.

As previously mentioned, it is not unknown for same caravan manufactures to have used five core 12s 
auxiliary supply cable as this specification of cable does exist as a cost cutting aid.

If you are unable to locate this hidden black wire within the light grey 12s supply cable then improvise and 
connect the other end of the blue wire you disregarded earlier to the said electrical block connector terminal 
that the thick white (3.5mm2) common earth return wire is connected to, remembering that this blue wire 
must be disconnected from pin 2 and reconnected to pin 7 at the 12s plug end of the cable.

If improvising with this blue wire, to be professional, you would need to tag/label both ends of the wire with a 
black sheath/sleeve for future identification.

The modification is now completed and the caravan is now converted to the post 1st September 1998 wiring 
system (what is known as the European two wire system), it is now compatible to be upgraded to the 13 pin 
euro plug electrics.

When you decide to upgrade to the 13 pin euro plug system, you have a choice, you can either fit a 13 pin 
euro plug with dual inlets directly to your 12n/12s existing cables or carryout the full professional conversion 
by replacing the two 12n/12s supply cables with the single 13 core euro-cable and plug. Euro plugs are 
available as said with 12n/12s dual inlets to fit the old twin cables as well as being available to fit the new 
single 13 core euro-cable directly.

WARNING;

If after carrying out this compatibility modification you decide not to proceed with the upgrade to the new 13 
pin euro plug until a later date, you must be made aware of the following;

If for instance you have a much older combination and you intend to upgrade (both) your tow-car and 
caravan to the new 13 pin euro plug system and you decide to undertake said works in stages i.e. 
commence initially with the required compatibility modification to your older caravan with a view to upgrading 
both to the 13 pin euro plug at a later date, it is possible that your older tow-cars’ 12s socket may not be 
wired to accept (both) prior and post 1st September 1998 wired caravans as explained within Section one.

Firstly, you must make sure your drawing vehicles 12s auxiliary socket has pin 7 (black wire) connected to 
earth otherwise your caravan fridge will not work after the modification has been undertaken (unless you 
have followed option two with regard to the caravans’ fridge internal earth return wire). This additional earth 
return wire required upon pin 7 should not be joined (linked) to the earth wire on pin3 within the 12s socket, it 
should be taken to a separate earth point on the vehicle structure so as not to overload the existing earth 
return wire that is currently connected to 12s pin 3.
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Secondly, you must also check that the permanent (not switched) continuous power supply wire connected 
to pin 4 (green wire) on your drawing vehicles 12s auxiliary socket is of heavy enough gauge and that it is 
also connected to a power source that is able to carry battery charging current. As of before the 1st 
September 1998 caravan 12s wiring changes, this wire only carried a few amperes, there is risk of current 
overload if this matter is disregarded.

SECTION THREE
Upgrade to 13 pin euro plug using existing 12n/12s cables;

Converting post 1st September 1998 built caravans (or prior 1st September 1998 built caravans which have 
undergone the above modification) to the 13 pin euro plug system.

Instructions for connecting 13 pin euro plug with dual inlets to 12n/12s cables

It must be mentioned that connecting the 13 pin euro plug with dual cable inlets to the 12n/12s cables is a 
very difficult task as it is very tight trying to get both cables into said plug, some say its even harder than 
wiring single 13 core euro-cable into a plug, thus being quite hard to say the least.

Cable identification
The wires within the 12n and 12s cables are of the same colour code, the only differences are some of the 
wires within the 12s cable are of much heavier gauge due to their functions, do not make a mistake when 
removing the 12n/12s plugs from the twin cables and replacing them with the new 13 pin euro plug. This 
reasoning being why my instructions advise to only remove one plug at a time.

Health & Safety, make sure the caravans’ leisure battery, mains electrical power and drawing vehicle are 
disconnected from the caravan before starting any works.

Firstly, remove the 12n road lighting plug from the 12n cable, reconnect the 12n road lighting wires within 
said cable to new dual inlet 13 pin euro plug using the 12n connection chart below.

Secondly, remove the 12s auxiliary plug from the 12s cable, reconnect the 12s auxiliary wires within said 
cable to the new dual inlet 13 pin euro plug using the 12s connection chart below.

The blue & brown wires within the 12s cable are not used within the 13 pin euro plug, in other words, there 
are only five wires within the 12s cable that connect to said euro plug.

WARNING;
(Only relevant if your caravan has undergone the above compatibility modification)

When you undertook the above compatibility modification to your caravan, if you had to improvise using the 
said blue wire as the separate earth return wire for the caravans’ fridge, you should remember that in theory, 
this blue wire should be black and you were advised If improvising with this blue wire, to be professional, you 
would need to tag/label both ends of the wire with a black sheath/sleeve for future identification. This now 
being of relevance, you must remember that this blue tagged wire must connect to euro plug pin 11 in place 
of the black wire shown within the 12s connection chart below, as said, there are only five wires within the 
12s cable that connect to said the euro plug.

Colour codes & Wiring connections;
Colour codes and pin allocations for UK caravans built after 1st September 1998 (or prior built caravans 
which have undergone the above modification) with the 12n/12s plug system, this can be used to connect a 
13 pin euro plug with dual cable inlets to existing 12n/12s supply cables.
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12n plug/socket connections;
Pin Colour Function EURO 

Plug

PIN 1 YELLOW L/H INDICATOR PIN 1

PIN 2 BLUE REAR FOG LIGHTS PIN 2

PIN 3 WHITE CHASSIS EARTH FOR LIGHTS (pins 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 and 12, trailer coding if used) PIN 3

PIN 4 GREEN R/H INDICATOR PIN 4

PIN 5 BROWN R/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) PIN 5

PIN 6  RED STOP LIGHTS PIN 6

PIN 7 BLACK L/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) PIN 7

12s plug/socket connections;
Pin Colour Function EURO 

Plug

PIN I YELLOW REVERSING LIGHTS PIN 8

PIN 2 BLUE NO LONGER USED FOR CHARGING coding for coupled trailer post September 1998 if 
used

PIN 3 WHITE EARTH (FOR) AL-KO ATC, charging, interior electrics PIN 13

PIN 4 GREEN PERMANENT POWER SUPPLY, ATC, charge, interior PIN 9

PIN 5 BROWN NO LONGER USED, coding for coupled trailer in the UK prior to September 1998 if 
used 

PIN 6  RED IGNITION CONTROLLED POWER, fridge/habitation relay PIN 10

PIN 7 BLACK EARTH RETURN FOR FRIDGE PIN 11

WARNING;

If the coding for coupled trailer facility (pin 12) is active within your tow-cars 13 pin euro socket, you must 
bridge (link) pin 12 to pin 3 within your caravans euro plug when wiring said new plug to your caravan. This 
bridge wire only needs to be 0.2mm2, thus making it much easier to connect the two wires into pin 3 within 
the euro plug. Detailed information regarding the use of pin 12 can be found within Section five.

Lastly, it maybe a good idea to add a little (clear) Silicon Sealant within the euro plug at the point where the 
two cables enter the plug to aid weatherproofing.

SECTION FOUR
Upgrade to 13 pin euro plug replacing 12n/12s cables with 13 core euro-cable.
Instructions for changing the existing 12n/12s cables and replacing them with the new 13 core euro-cable & 
plug.

This is not a difficult task to undertake but it is quite easy to make a mistake, the wires within the 12n/12s 
cables are identical in colour code, the only difference being some of the wires within the 12s cable are of 
heavier gauge due to their functions, as these colour codes schemes are identical, this being one area 
where mistakes are likely to happen.

Another area where mistakes happen is not allowing enough length of euro-cable inside the caravan for 
connection and at the tow-bar end for flexibility during towing.
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Disconnecting all the 12n/12s supply wires at the junction point within the caravan when removing the 
redundant 12n/12s cables and then forgetting which connection is which within the caravan as there were 
two sets of cables each with the same colour code schemes within them.

If you follow these instructions to the letter, you should not make any mistakes;

Find the location within your caravan were the two electrical supply cables (12n/12s leads) entre the inside of 
your caravan, this should be somewhere near the front of the caravan possibly under the seating area, at the 
point where the cables enter should be a junction box or possibly just a bunch of wires and connection 
blocks acting as a junction box. It is possible that both 12n and 12s cables are fitted with multi pin connection 
plugs, if this is the case, you may need to improvise with your connections.

Cable identification;
The outer sheath of the 12n cable is black and the 12s cable is light grey (could also be white if your caravan 
is very old), both cables have the same colour code wires within them but some of the wires within light grey 
12s cable are of heavier gauge due to their functions.

Health & Safety, make sure the caravans’ leisure battery, mains electrical power and drawing vehicle are 
disconnected from the caravan before starting any works.

At the location point within the caravan where the 12n/12s cables entre and connect to the junction box or 
block connectors etc, cut both 12n and 12s multi core cables as close as you can to this junction point 
making sure there is about four inches of outer core sheath left on each cable, in other words, after the 
cables are cut, there should be approximately four inches of sheathed cable before the wires are exposed 
out of the cables’ sheath to then connect to their relevant junction connection points.

Undertaking the cutting of the said 12n/12s cables in this manner keeps them connected to their relevant 
connection points and paired off too, thus making it much easier to identify the 12n road lighting wires and 
12s auxiliary wires and their terminal connection points when wiring in the new 13 core euro-cable.

Completely remove both full lengths of the redundant 12n/12s cables from the caravan. Do not cut the 
cables anymore as they are needed for measuring. Stretch out both cables and measure them, whichever is 
the longest cable, add 4ft to this measurement, the resultant measurement being the length of 13 core euro-
cable needed for the new cable installation.

This extra amount may appear to be excessive, but the cable has 13 cores and the wires within are of quite 
heavy gauge thus making it more difficult to bend around tight corners, this meaning it might have to be 
slightly rerouted not to mention the wastage when stripping off the cables’ insulation “possibly” a few times 
as the euro plug is not easy to internally wire for an inexperienced person, it is very tight trying to connect in 
all the wires, I did not say an extra 4ft without good reason!

I recommend you obtain the 13 core euro-cable firstly listed for your installation, this being compliant with 
ISO 4141-3 and appears to be the most commonly used within the UK, see below for the said cables’ 
specifications.

There is nothing wrong in using either of the other two listed 13 core cables with their colour code schemes 
for your installation but unfortunately their specifications are unknown to me. In reality you could in fact, use 
any none standard 13 or even 12 core cable as long as the wires within said cable are of the relevant gauge 
for their functions.

Having obtained the required length of 13 core euro-cable, now connect the 13 pin euro plug to said cable 
prior to installing the cable to the caravan using whichever colour code scheme is relevant from the charts 
below.

You need to be very careful as some of the terminal numbers within some makes of euro plug are very hard 
to identify which is which even though they are numbered, the most common mistake made by none 
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experienced persons is confusing pins 2 and 4 with each other. When undertaking the wiring of the 13 pin 
euro plug to said euro-cable, connect the relevant colour wire to pin 12 even if you think this is irrelevant!

Colour codes and wiring connections for the 13 pin euro plug and cable
There are a few different colour code schemes used for the euro plug system, they all use the same colour 
code and pin allocations for pins 1 to 7 inclusive. These colour codes and pin allocations (1-7) are identical 
to the standard 12n road lighting plug system, in other words, the original road lighting colour codes and pin 
allocations remain unchanged within all three colour code schemes.

I believe the reason why there are three different colour code schemes was originally there were three 
versions of the 13 pin plug; Multicon (Feder), Multicon WeST and (ISO  11446) Jaeger, which is now the 
European standard being used, hence it is called the “Euro Plug”.

The other two versions had a slight advantage, the tow vehicles’ 13 pin Sockets would accept the original 
12n road lighting plug as well as their own 13 pin plugs, this giving better compatibility for the connection of 
basic road lighting, in other words, the standard 12n type 7 pins are spaced within an inner circle with the 
12s equivalent pins spaced around an outer circle i.e. this design allowing the connection of both plug types.

First colour code scheme, (ISO 4141-3)
This colour code scheme appears to be the most commonly used within UK, specifications are as follows;

13 core, 8 x 1.5mm2 and 5 x 2.5mm2.
• Cable 1.5mm2, Type, 21 strands of 0.3mm dia, Current capacity 13.0A. 
• Cable 2.5mm2, Type, 36 strands of 0.3mm dia, Current capacity 21.5A.

Pin Colour Function Size

PIN 1 YELLOW L/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 2 BLUE REAR FOG LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 3 WHITE CHASSIS EARTH FOR LIGHTS (pins 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 and 12, trailer coding if 
used) 2.5mm2

PIN 4 GREEN R/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 5 BROWN R/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 6 RED STOP LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 7 BLACK L/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 8 PINK REVERSING LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 9 ORANGE PERMANENT POWER SUPPLY, AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2

PIN 10 GREY IGNITION CONTROLLED POWER, fridge & habitation relay 2.5mm2

PIN 11 WHITE/BLACK CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 10) FRIDGE 2.5mm2

PIN 12 WHITE/BLUE SPARE, NOT USUALLY USED, coding for coupled trailer if used 1.5mm2

PIN 13 WHITE/RED CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 9) AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2
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Second colour code scheme;
Pin Colour Function Size

PIN 1 YELLOW L/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 2 BLUE REAR FOG LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 3 WHITE CHASSIS EARTH FOR LIGHTS (pins 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 and 12, trailer coding if 
used) 2.5mm2

PIN 4 GREEN R/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 5 BROWN R/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 6  RED STOP LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 7 BLACK L/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 8 PINK REVERSING LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 9 PURPLE PERMANENT POWER SUPPLY, AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2

PIN 10 GREY IGNITION CONTROLLED POWER, fridge & habitation relay 2.5mm2

PIN 11 CLEAR 
(transparent) CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 10) FRIDGE 2.5mm2

PIN 12 BUFF (beige) SPARE, NOT USUALLY USED, coding for coupled trailer if used 1.5mm2

PIN 13 BLACK/RED CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 9) AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2

Third colour code scheme;
Pin Colour Function Size

PIN 1 YELLOW L/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 2 BLUE REAR FOG LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 3 WHITE CHASSIS EARTH FOR LIGHTS (pins 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 and 12, trailer coding if 
used) 2.5mm2

PIN 4 GREEN R/H INDICATOR 1.5mm2

PIN 5 BROWN R/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 6  RED STOP LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 7 BLACK L/H SIDE/TAIL (licence plate) 1.5mm2

PIN 8 ORANGE REVERSING LIGHTS 1.5mm2

PIN 9 BROWN/BLUE PERMANENT POWER SUPPLY, AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2

PIN 10 BROWN/RED IGNITION CONTROLLED POWER, fridge & habitation relay 2.5mm2

PIN 11 WHITE/BLUE CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 10) FRIDGE 2.5mm2

PIN 12 Colour not listed SPARE, NOT USUALLY USED, coding for coupled trailer if used 1.5mm2

PIN 13 WHITE/GREEN CHASSIS EARTH FOR (PIN 9) AL-KO ATC, charging & interior electrics 2.5mm2

Lastly, it maybe a good idea to add a little (clear) Silicon Sealant within the euro plug at the point where the 
euro-cable enters the plug to aid weatherproofing.
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Finally
Install the 13 core euro-cable with the fitted euro plug to the caravan making sure it is routed correctly and 
that it does not obstruct the workings of the caravans’ jockey-wheel, towing-stabiliser, break-away cable, 
handbrake or overrun brake mechanisms and there being enough cable to allow for flexibility between the 
tow- car and caravan during towing. Do not forget to secure the cable to the caravan using appropriate 
cable-ties etc.

After installing said euro-cable to your caravan, you will now know if you have excess spare cable, you will 
need to strip-back about 10 inches of the outer cable sheath to allow enough length and flexibility for making 
your connections.

It’s a good idea to try and allow an extra 6-12 inches of cable within your caravan should you ever need to 
slightly extend it at the tow-bar end, for example; should you forget to disconnect the euro plug from the tow- 
car when uncoupling your caravan, resultant being, ripping off said euro plug and having to rewire it!

Connecting the new 13 core euro-cable within the caravan at the original junction point where the redundant 
12n/12s cables were connected;

Some may say this is the hard part, take your time and follow the instructions to the letter, you will not make 
any mistakes.

Its best to undertake the connecting of the 13 core euro-cable within the caravan in two phases, firstly 
connecting the basic road lighting wires (formally 12n circuits) than secondly, connecting the auxiliary supply 
wires (formally 12s circuits), undertaking said task in this manner makes everything much simpler and less 
chance of making any mistakes.

If you can remember, when you previously read the instructions for wiring the 13 pin euro plug to the 13 core 
euro-cable you should have come across the following paragraph;

There are a few different colour code schemes used for the euro plug system, they all use the same colour 
code and pin allocations for pins 1 to 7 inclusive. These colour codes and pin allocations (1-7) are identical 
to the standard 12n road lighting plug system, in other words, the original road lighting colour codes and pin 
allocations remain unchanged within all three colour code schemes.

Connecting the basic road lighting circuitry;
Whichever cable of the three different colour code schemes you are using, as stated, the basic road lighting 
colour codes (formally 12n codes) are the same.

Locate the remainder of the 12n cable (the one with the black outer sheath) inside the caravan where you 
cut (both) 12n/12s cables when removing them from the caravan. If you remember, this cut cable has about 
four inches of sheathed cable before the internal wires within it are exposed and connect to the relevant 
connection points.

You now need to cut each one of the seven exposed wires in turn at a point about two inches from their 
connection point terminals/blocks, having done this, you need to connect the basic road lighting wires within 
the new 13 core euro-cable to these terminal points as follows;

Connect the 13 core yellow to the terminal point where the redundant yellow wire is connected. Connect the 
13 core blue to the terminal point where the redundant blue wire is connected. Connect the 13 core white to 
the terminal point where the redundant white wire is connected. Connect the 13 core green to the terminal 
point where the redundant green wire is connected. Connect the 13 core brown to the terminal point where 
the redundant brown wire is connected. Connect the 13 core red to the terminal point where the redundant 
red wire is connected. Connect the 13 core black to the terminal point where the redundant black wire is 
connected.
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Connecting the auxiliary supply circuitry;
Locate the remainder of the 12s cable (the one with the light grey outer sheath) inside the caravan where 
you cut (both) 12n/12s cables when removing them from the caravan. If you remember, this cut cable has 
about four inches of sheathed cable before the internal wires within it are exposed and connect to the 
relevant connection points.

You now need to cut each one of the five/seven exposed wires in turn at a point about two inches from their 
connection point terminals/blocks, having done this, you need to connect the auxiliary supply circuitry wires 
within the new 13 core euro-cable to these terminal points as follows;

The blue & brown wires within the redundant 12s cable may not be connected at the aforementioned 
connection point terminals, i.e. there are only five auxiliary wires in total to connect to the euro plug at this 
stage. The sixth wire being the pin 12 connection within the caravan, this will be explained later.

Connections as follows;

WARNING;

As previously mentioned, as there are three different colour code schemes used for 13 pin euro plug system, 
the following instructions will have to be repeated three times as all said colour code schemes are using 
different colour codes from pins 8-13 inclusive.

Firstly - If using colour code one (ISO 4141-3) 
(appears to be the most commonly used within the UK)

Connect the 13 core pink to the terminal point where the redundant yellow wire is connected. Connect the 13 
core orange to the terminal point where the redundant green wire is connected. Connect the 13 core grey to 
the terminal point where the redundant red wire is connected.
Connect the 13 core white/black to the terminal point where the redundant black wire is connected. Connect 
the 13 core white/red to the terminal point where the redundant white wire is connected.

WARNING;
(Only relevant if your caravan has undergone the above compatibility modification)

The 13 core euro-cables’ white/black and white/red wires will be linked together at the same connection point 
within your caravan if you undertook the second option when dealing with the caravan fridges’ internal earth 
return wire, as you remember, the caravan maintains its common earth return for all of the auxiliary circuits 
even though the earth return loadings are spread across two wires i.e. pins 11 & 13.

Lastly, connect the 13 core white/blue to the same connection point where you previously connected the 13 
core white wire when you undertook the wiring in of the basic road lighting, in other words, the euro-cables 
white/blue wire is linked (bridged) to the euro-cables white wire within the caravan.

Connecting the euro plugs’ pin 12 wire in this manner allows any future tow-car using this facility to function 
correctly, connecting this wire will not affect any tow-car or the caravan if not using said pin 12 facility. Full 
details of the functioning of the pin 12 facility can be found within Section five.

Secondly - If using colour code two;
Connect the 13 core pink to the terminal point where the redundant yellow wire is connected.
Connect the 13 core purple to the terminal point where the redundant green wire is connected.
Connect the 13 core grey to the terminal point where the redundant red wire is connected.
Connect the 13 core clear (transparent) to the terminal point where the black redundant wire is connected. 
Connect the 13 core black/red to the terminal point where the redundant white wire is connected.

WARNING;
(Only relevant if your caravan has undergone the above compatibility modification)
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The 13 core euro-cables’ clear (transparent) and black/red wires will be linked together at the same 
connection point within your caravan if you undertook the second option when dealing with the caravan 
fridges’ internal earth return wire, as you remember, the caravan maintains its common earth return for all of 
the auxiliary circuits even though the earth return loadings are spread across two wires i.e. pins 11 & 13.

Lastly, connect the 13 core buff (beige) to the same connection point where you previously connected the 13 
core white wire when you undertook the wiring in of the basic road lighting, in other words, the euro-cables 
buff (beige) wire is linked (bridged) to the euro-cables white wire within the caravan.

Connecting the euro plugs’ pin 12 wire in this manner allows any future tow-car using this facility to function 
correctly, connecting this wire will not affect any tow-car or the caravan if not using said pin 12 facility. Full 
details of the functioning of the pin 12 facility can be found within Section five.

Thirdly - If using colour code three;
Connect the 13 core orange to the terminal point where the redundant yellow wire is connected. Connect the 
13 core brown/blue to the terminal point where the redundant green wire is connected. Connect the 13 core 
brown/red to the terminal point where the redundant red wire is connected. Connect the 13 core white/blue to 
the terminal point where the redundant black wire is connected. Connect the 13 core white/green to the 
terminal point where the redundant white wire is connected.

WARNING;
(Only relevant if your caravan has undergone the above compatibility modification)

The 13 core euro-cables’ white/blue and white/green wires will be linked together at the same connection 
point within your caravan if you undertook the second option when dealing with the caravan fridges’ internal 
earth return wire, as you remember, the caravan maintains its common earth return for all of the auxiliary 
circuits even though the earth return loadings are spread across two wires i.e. pins 11 & 13.

There is no listed colour within this cable for pin 12. I’m unaware of the reasons why, it maybe because the 
cable could actually be 12 core and not 13, it could also be not listed as this pin is not usually used, although 
within the near future it is intended to become regularly used.

This now leads us to two options;

Option one;

We are to assume that there is in fact an unlisted colour within said 13 core cable, in which case we 
commence with the following;

Lastly, connect the 13 core unlisted colour to the same connection point where you previously connected the 
13 core white wire when you undertook the wiring in of the basic road lighting, in other words, the euro-
cables unlisted colour wire is linked (bridged) to the euro-cables white wire within the caravan.

Connecting the euro plugs’ pin 12 wire in this manner allows any future tow-car using this facility to function 
correctly, connecting this wire will not affect any tow-car or the caravan if not using said pin 12 facility. Full 
details of the functioning of the pin 12 facility can be found within Section five.

Option two;

If in fact the said cable has only 12 cores within it, we must commence with the following;

Open up  your caravans newly fitted euro plug and bridge (link) pin 12 to pin 3 within said plug, this bridge 
wire only needs to be 0.2mm2, thus making it much easier to connect the two wires into pin 3, reassemble 
the plug as normal when finished.

It maybe a good idea again, to add a little more (clear) Silicon Sealant within the euro plug at the point where 
the euro-cable enters the plug to aid weatherproofing.
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Connecting the euro plugs’ pin 12 wire in this manner allows any future tow-car using this facility to function 
correctly, connecting this wire will not affect any tow-car or the caravan if not using said pin 12 facility. Full 
details of the functioning of the pin 12 facility can be found within Section five.

SECTION FIVE

Pin 12 within the euro plug;
Terminal 12 within the euro plug if used, is the facility for a drawing vehicle to detect a caravan or trailer is 
connected, so the drawing vehicles ECU is able to make automatic adjustments to some of the following;
Bulb failure warning systems, stability control system, switching out of drawing vehicles rear fog lights, alarm 
system, engine management and possibly changing shift patterns of an automatic gearbox just to name a 
few.

This facility has been available to use for many years within the 12s auxiliary plug system but has been used 
seldom by car manufactures due to compatibility problems as countries in the past have not been able to 
agree on standardising the use of one particular pin terminal and cars within days gone by were not ECU 
controlled.

Just to give an example; Some continental countries used 12s/pin 2 for this facility as previously explained, 
while the UK used 12s/pin 2 for caravan leisure battery charging and 12s/pin 5 for this facility until the 1st 
September 1998 caravan wiring changes when they also changed to 12s/pin 2 (as per continentals), so it 
was impractical to fully implement this system in past years, not to mention, the relevance to none ECU 
controlled vehicles of years gone by needing to know that a trailer has been connected.

Now that the euro plug is here this changes everything, there is now a European standardised pin to use for 
this function and as time passes during the next few years, it is predicted that this facility is going to come 
into regular use as more and more vehicles are becoming ECU controlled and need to know when a trailer is 
connected.

This is basically how the system detects a caravan or trailer is connected; a signal is sent through a wire 
from the vehicles ECU to pin 12 within the drawing vehicles euro socket. When a caravan or trailer is 
connected to the drawing vehicle within its own euro plug, pin 12 is bridged (linked) to pin 3 earth return wire, 
this in turn earths out the signal wire from the drawing vehicles ECU telling it that a caravan or trailer is 
connected.

If and when you decide to fully upgrade your caravan to the 13 pin euro plug system by changing to the 13 
core euro cable and plug, it would be professional to bridge (link) pin 12 to pin 3 earth return wire within your 
caravans euro plug while carrying out the conversion in advance of time for the above reasons. This bridging 
wire only needs to be 0.2mm2, thus making it much easier to connect the two wires into pin 3 within the euro 
plug.

Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC)
In modern times almost everything these days are electronically controlled even down to the most simplest 
item such as a central heating (wall mounted) room thermostat. As a result of this, many of these 
electronically controlled items can transmit electrical interference or create an electromagnetic field which 
can interfere with the correct operation and functioning of other electronic devices. In theory (within a perfect 
world), all manufactured electronically controlled items should be compatible with one another, but in reality 
this is practically impossible to achieve.

One simple way of preventing the possibility of such problems happening within modern touring caravans (as 
again, almost every electrical item within such caravans are electronically controlled) is to disconnect and 
isolate all domestic 12v electrical items/appliances (with the exception of the fridge) within such caravans 
during towing, thus seriously reducing the possibility of any said items causing electrical or electromagnetic 
interference within the caravan or to the connected tow-cars’ Electronic Control Unit (ECU), hence the fitting 
of the isolation/habitation relay within modern caravans.
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Some electrical experts within the caravan world believe that by reducing the number of auxiliary supply 
cables from three to two within caravans built after 1st September 1998, in other words, reducing the ignition 
controlled supplies from two to one would be beneficial in reducing the possibility of EMC.

Prior to 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes, caravans were supplied with two ignition controlled 
power supplies and one permanent power supply and one (large) common earth return wire for the 
caravans’ auxiliaries.

Post 1st September 1998 caravan wiring changes, caravans are supplied with one ignition controlled power 
supply and one permanent power supply and have two earth return wires for the caravans’ auxiliaries. There 
is still four cables carrying the same amount of current as of before the said wiring changes, it would be 
interesting for such experts to explain their reasons as to why they believe this would be of benefit?

Epilogue

When an older caravan has been upgraded to the new 13 pin Euro Plug, are there any hidden differences 
within the caravans’ electrical wiring compared to caravans built from 1st September 2008 which have the 
euro plug factory fitted as standard?

It would be unprofessional for me if to say anything other than “yes there is”, but nothing that you need worry 
about, as many Auto Electricians, Tow-bar fitting Companies and Caravan Dealers will not even realise 
themselves.

Just for the record and as a matter of interest, I will explain;

In years gone by, it was deemed unacceptable within the Auto Electrical World to supply an electrical circuit 
through one plug and allow the said circuit to earth return through another plug. This practice can cause 
serious problems with other circuits sharing the same two plugs if an electrical fault was to occur.

Upon older caravans the reversing lights are supplied through 12s, pin 1 and they earth return through 12s, 
pin 3 within the same plug, thus is correct practice. When said older caravans are upgraded to the 13 pin 
euro plug the caravans reversing lights earth return via euro plug pin 13, while caravans which have the euro 
plug factory fitted as standard, earth return the reversing light circuit via the main road lighting earth return, 
pin 3 within the euro plug, thus being correct.

This is not always the case, in latter years, some caravan manufactures disregarded the above code of 
practice and allowed the said reversing lights to be supplied through 12s, pin 1 and earth returned via 12n, 
pin 3, in which case when such caravans are upgraded to the euro plug, the reversing lights would earth 
back correctly via euro plug pin 3.

This matter can often be identified when examining caravan rear light clusters on sale at dealers. Older 
styles of caravan rear light clusters it can be clearly seen that the reversing light bulb  holder has a separate 
earth return connection while all the other lights within the cluster have a common earth return connection, 
thus is the reason why.

The Change-over and Habitation Relay(s) within caravans which are not factory fitted with the 13 pin euro 
plug as standard (caravans built prior to 1st September 2008), the said relay(s) usually earth return via euro 
plug pin 13, while caravans fitted with the euro plug as standard the relay(s) earth return via euro plug pin 11. 
This can be a bit of a grey area with some caravan manufactures.

Caravans that have the euro plug as standard factory fitment (caravans manufactured after 1st September 
2008) are fitted with the 13 core euro cable which complies with ISO 4141-3, as a result of this the road 
lighting and auxiliary supplies function with optimum efficiency as the cables are of larger gauge; 8 x 1.5mm2 
and 5 x 2.5mm2, thus causing the least amount of voltage drop.

Caravans that have been upgraded to the 13 pin euro plug using their existing 12n/12s cables into a dual 
cable inlet type euro plug generally will be running on supply cables with smaller gauge wire than the said 13 
core euro-cable, therefore this being another unnoticed difference. Having said this, much newer caravans 
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manufactured with 12n/12s cables closer to the 1st September 2008 change, have 12s cores with 1.5mm2 
and 2.5mm2 the same as the said 13 core euro-cable.

Interestingly, there are a few more slight changes but nothing to do whatsoever with the 12n/12s or euro plug 
electrical supply systems, just to mention one;

On many older caravans which are fitted with AL-KO ATC, when the caravan is pitched and connected to the 
220/240 mains supply (EHU), if the caravans’ mode selector switch is set to “Car” the AL-KO ATC is powered 
up  from the caravans’ internal 12v mains transformer, but very little current is drawn as the AL-KO ATC is 
only in standby mode.

In theory, this could have been a good thing, as this could be utilised to clear the AL-KO ATC log without 
having to have the tow-car connected for several hours. This scenario has been eliminated with the 
introduction of the push-button type switch which controls a connecting relay upon much newer caravans.

Its time to call it a day!

I would like to thank you for donating your time to read my Instruction Leaflet. Wish you good luck in 
whatever you endeavour to do.
I am not an electrical expert,
Kind regards,

Colin.

Public email address; colin-handcock@hotmail.co.uk PS, Handcock is a company name.
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